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HIGH-QUALITY MERCHANDISE UNBEATABLE PRICES

TESTIMONIALS

WISH TEAM

“I was able to call Legacy’s WISH Team after my wife’s grandfather passed away. They helped me secure a vault 
for $1,000 less than what the funeral home was going to charge. The WISH Team handled the logistics. Everything 
went seamlessly and Legacy was a huge help to our family.”

–Carey B.

The WISH Team is a group of expert price negotiators who work with your family to secure your final arrangements 
at the lowest price without sacrificing any of your final wishes. Your family will choose the funeral homes they are 
interested in and the WISH Team will call these funeral homes to begin price comparisons and cost negotiation 
services. Our WISH Team is a powerful advocate for grieving families. They have consistently saved families 
thousands on final arrangements.

“I ordered a casket, double headstone, and a vault from Legacy Assurance and saved $3,000 on the casket alone! 
The WISH Team was very helpful when I needed them. They made sure that everything went the way it needed 
to so I was able to focus on family instead of focusing on arrangements. Legacy Assurance is there for families in 
their crucial time of need.”

–Billy P.

“I just don’t think I could have done all of this on my own. I was too emotional to go back and forth with the funeral 
home about prices. I’m so thankful for the Legacy Assurance WISH Team. I don’t know what I would have done 
without them.”

–Nicole J.

FUNERAL 
HOME PRICE

LEGACY 
ASSURANCE 

PRICE
SAVINGS

MEMBER A $6,000 $1,500 $4,500

MEMBER B $5,800 $1,500 $4,300

MEMBER C $5,400 $1,500 $3,900

FUNERAL HOME PRICE SAVINGS

$12,000 $4,995 $7,005

$12,400 $6,521 $5,879

$10,850 $4,250 $6,600

FUNERAL 
HOME PRICE

LEGACY 
ASSURANCE 

PRICE
SAVINGS

MEMBER A $1,895 $750 $1,145

MEMBER B $1,295 $750 $545

MEMBER C $1,195 $750 $445
LOCKED IN AT $1,500

LOCKED IN AT $99

LOCKED IN AT $750 LOCKED IN AS LOW AS $700

18-Gauge Steel Caskets18-Gauge Steel Caskets

High-Quality Brass Urns

Fiberglass Vault with 100-Year Warranty Monuments and Markers

... plus our WISH Team services!

WISH Team Savings

Fiberglass Vault with 100-Year Warranty

Legacy Assurance, LLC is not a Funeral Director or Funeral Home and does not sell preneed contracts.

Statistics generated from genuine member claims.

Must be an active member to access benefits.

PRICE AFTER LEGACY NEGOTIATION


